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Important Safety Tips
Laser safety
You will use red He-Ne laser (~633 nm wavelength, ~ 5 mW power) in this
lab. Despite its low output power, He-Ne lasers may still represent a
significant hazard to vision.
One should never look into the beam of any laser - especially if it is
collimated. Use an indirect means of determining proper operation such as
projecting the beam onto a white paper or laser power meter.

Equipment safety
The EM-CCD camera used in this lab can easy be damaged in a direct
laser beam without any filters. Be careful! Use EM gain only if it is

necessary: in this mode camera sensitivity is aging
The CMOS camera also can be damaged in a direct laser beam without
any filters.
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Introduction
Light, as we know it, can behave like particles or like waves under different physical conditions.
This is what is called the wave-particle duality of light. The particle nature of light is explained
by considering light as massless energetic particles called photons.
It is only recently that people have been able to generate and detect single photons. The main
driving force behind single-photon research has been the possible applications in the field of
quantum information. During the last few decades, this field has revealed a number of
possibilities where quantum physics could be used to achieve tasks that were not possible with
classical physics. Among these tasks are quantum computing, quantum teleportation, and
quantum key distribution. The latter is the most technically mature application, and has been one
of the most important motivators for the increased interest in the generation and usage of single
photons.
Interference of light is a well-studied phenomenon. One way to observe interference is by using
an interferometer. In an interferometer, light from a single source is divided into two paths that
are then recombined to produce an intensity pattern on a screen or a detector. The most
commonly used interferometers are Young’s double slit, Michelson, and Mach-Zehnder
interferometers. This Laboratory uses the Mach-Zehnder and Young’s double slit interferometers
to explain some important optical concepts, specifically the wave-particle duality of light.
Interference is usually understood in terms of waves and does not have an adequate explanation
in terms of particles. Thus, if a stream of single photons being modeled as particles were
incident on the two slits of a Young’s double slit interferometer, one might expect that the
photons would first pass through one of the two slits (or hit the screen), then travel to the screen
resulting in the superposition of the two intensity patterns formed as a result of geometry of each
slit, as in Fig. 1 below:

time = t

time > t

time >> t

Fig 1: Theoretical intensity pattern observed at distant screen caused by single photons
modeled as particles incident on two slits. Images are over increasing accumulation time.
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This, however, is not the case unless one does now know which slit the single photons goes
through, referred to as “which-path” information. As long as one does not have “which-path”
information, the pattern seen in Fig. 2 is created when a stream of single photons is incident on
the slits in a Young’s double slit interferometer even though only one photon is incident on the
slits at a time. The interference pattern observed would be a sinusoidal function, whose
amplitude is modulated by an envelope function corresponding to diffraction from a single slit,
as in Fig. 2. The absence of “which-path” information is the essential criterion for single-photon
interference. For example, if one had a way of knowing (even in principle) which of the two
paths a photon took in a Young’s double slit interferometer, one would not see any interference
fringes. Knowing the path that a photon takes is equivalent to performing a measurement on the
photon. As dictated by quantum mechanics, performing a measurement collapses the photon’s
wave function, causing it to behave like a particle (a particle cannot interfere with itself).

Fig 2: Interference pattern observed at distant screen resulting from single photons incident
on the two slits of a Young’s double slit interferometer.

But if a photon is a particle, not a wave, how can it interfere with itself? Suppose one had a
“perfect” two-dimensional detector. After only one single-photon event, one clearly would not
see interference fringes. Here, an “event” means a single photon incident on the double-slit. The
photon would hit the detector at a single point, thus the photon behaves like a particle. However,
as one records more and more single-photon events, an interference pattern begins to form. Fig. 3
illustrates the emergence of single-photon interference fringes. This clearly demonstrates that the
particle-like photons behave like waves. This is what is known as the wave-particle duality.
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Fig. 3: Single-photon interference over increasing time intervals.1
Associated with each point in space is the probability that a photon emerging from the doubleslit will go there. Dark fringes in Fig. 3 correspond to high probability regions and light fringes
correspond to low probability regions. The parameters of the double-slit determine the
probability distribution (i.e. the fringe pattern). The classical interference pattern produced by
light waves can therefore be regarded as the sum of a great number of single-photon interference
patterns.
This laboratory provides (1) a visual demonstration of the appearance and disappearance
of interference fringes, both at high light and single-photon levels, by carefully destroying
and restoring “which-path” information using a polarizer in a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer. (2) It also demonstrates the wave-particle duality and by observing
interference fringes created by single photons incident on a Young’s double slit
interferometer. (3) The purpose of the lab is also learning how to use imaging cameras at a
single-photon level.

Equipment Used:
EM (electron multiplying) CCD-camera iXon DV-887 of Andor Technologies, CMOS-camera
acA1920-40um of Basler with USB 3.00 cable. He-Ne laser, Young’s-double slit, Mach-Zehnder
interferometer, linear polarizers, neutral density filters, iris apertures. FieldMaster with a detector
to measure laser power.

Three experiments should be carried out with single photons:




1

Young’s double-slit experiment;
Mach-Zehnder interferometer and quantum eraser;
Alignment on a Mach-Zehnder interferometer - done in OPT 204.

http://www.optica.tn.tudelft.nl/education/photons.asp
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Answer questions before the lab (they will be included to Quiz)
Photon : a Particle or a Wave ?
To better understand the importance of “which-path” information, consider the simple example
of Young’s double slit experiment. The principles involved are the same as those in a MachZehnder interferometer.
Question 1: Sketch on the figure below the intensity pattern you would see if the top slit were
blocked.

Young’s double slit experiment with top slit blocked.

Question 2: Sketch on the figure below the intensity pattern you would see if the bottom slit
were blocked.

Young’s double slit experiment with bottom slit blocked.
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Question 3: Sketch on the figure below the intensity pattern you would see if both the slits were
open.

Young’s double slit experiment with both slits open.
Next consider Young’s double slit experiment with a bullet gun instead of a laser. (Assume that
the bullets are about the same size as the slit width).
Question 4: Sketch on the figure below the accumulation pattern (intensity pattern) of bullets
that you would see if top slit were blocked.

Young’s double slit experiment with bullets (top slit closed).

Question 5: Sketch on the figure below the accumulation pattern (intensity pattern) of bullets
that you would see if bottom slit were blocked.
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Young’s double slit experiment with bullets (bottom slit blocked).

Question 6: Sketch on the figure below the accumulation pattern (intensity pattern) of bullets
that you would see if both the slits were open.

Young’s double slit experiment with bullets (both slits open).

Question 7: If light is nothing but a stream of particles (called photons), why doesn’t a stream
of bullet give rise to an interference pattern similar to that of photons? (Take your time to answer
this question and then check with the answer below).

Answer: “Which-path” information and wave particle duality. A bullet is a massive object (and
one can always find out for sure which slit or path, a bullet happens to take. Since interference is
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a wave phenomenon and it is impossible for a bullet to act like a wave on a measurable scale,
one never sees an interference pattern with bullets (their de Broglie wavelength is too short).
On the other hand, photons are massless particles and act like waves as long as there is no
measurement performed on them. The moment a measurement is performed on the photons, they
start behaving like particles.
Making a measurement is the same as finding the path or slit that a photon happens to take. In
the above double slit experiment, one has no way of knowing which path a photon takes. So
individual photons can act like waves and interfere with themselves. In Activity 2 we’ll actually
see how a “which-path” measurement destroys the interference in a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer.

ALL MEASUREMENTS SHOULD BE CARRIED
OUT IN DARKNESS! Two sets of measurements will
be done: lab class 1 (with EM-CCD camera) and lab
class 2 (with CMOS camera).

Picture of experimental set up (made by Weidi Liu) of both Young double slit (with EM-CCD
camera) and Mach-Zehnder interferometers.
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Experiment 1. Single Photon Interference in Young’s
Double Slit Interferometer
In this experiment, you will observe the interference of single photons further exemplifying the
wave-particle duality. The interference patterns will be examined without knowledge of “whichpath” information. The general setup for a Young’s double slit interferometer is as follows:

Screen or
Detector

Double
Slit

Monochromatic
Source

d (slit width)

(slit separation) a

y
z

L
Fig. 4: General Young’s Double Slit Interferometer.

The setup to be used in this experiment can be seen schematically below:

Fig. 5: (prepared by R. Lopez-Rios). Setup of a single photon Young’s double slit experiment.
ND: Neutral density filters; EMCCD: electron multiplying CCD camera; He-Ne: HeliumNeon laser. EM-CCD sensor should be cooled to -60C.
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Fig. 6. Photographs of a Young’s double slit setup (top), a power meter (center), and
a Young’s double-slit unit , filter folder and a EM-CCD-camera (bottom).

MEASUREMENT 1 (with EM-CCD and CMOS cameras)
1. You need to measure a laser power behind the slit and to calculate a filters’ transmission
value to have 1 photon/m;
2. With the filters record single-photon interference fringes with different exposure times.
3. Set EM-gain to 255 and record images again. Obtain accumulation of images in one of two
accumulation modes.
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Experiment 2. Single-photon Interference in a MachZehnder Interferometer. Quantum Eraser (“Which Path
Puzzle”)
In this activity, you will experimentally observe the effect of “which-path” information using a
Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The experiment is set-up as shown in the schematic diagram (Fig.
7, top).

Fig. 7 TOP: (prepared by R. Lopez-Rios). Setup for a Mach-Zehnder Interferometer.
PBS: polarizing beam splitter; NPBS: non-polarizing beam splitter. At each point
where the system state changes the polarization vector is shown. BOTTOM (prepared
by Weidi Liu). Picture of a setup with a Mach-Zehnder interferometer and EM-CCD
camera.
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Fig. 8. Picture of a setup with a Mach-Zehnder interferometer and EM-CCD camera
(prepared by Ashan Ariyawansa).
As shown in the schematic diagram (Fig. 7, top) and pictures above, light from the laser passes
through a spatial filter, increasing the beam diameter from a few mm to a few cm. It then enters
into the PBS (polarizing beam-splitter), which transmits the horizontal polarization while
reflecting the vertical polarization. A polarizer A is placed before the PBS to adjust the
polarization of incoming light such that it gets equally divided between horizontal and vertical
polarizations after passing through the PBS. You can put another polarizer C in each arm of an
interferometer to make sure that there are only horizontally polarized photons in one arm, and
only vertically polarized photons in another arm.
The beams in two arms are then combined at the NPBS (non-polarizing beam-splitter) via
reflection from the mirrors. The resulting light is observed on a screen to the right of the NPBS.
Polarizer B is used to demonstrate the appearance and disappearance of fringes, which can be
observed with the naked eye on the screen at high light level. To demonstrate the same effect at
single photon level, a EM-CCD camera with a longer exposure time or with EM gain is used to
collect data
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MEASUREMENT 2 (with EM-CCD and CMOS cameras)
1. Calculate a filter transmission value to have one photon in the interferometer. For this
purpose measure the length of the interferometer and the power at the output of the
interferometer after a linear polarizer B absorbing light. (Put a linear polarizer in a
position of maximum transmittance).
2. Set an EM-CCD-camera exposure time to see interference fringes from single photons.
3. Carry out measurements (EM-CCD images) for different setting of a linear polarizer
angle of a polarizer B, every 10 degree (from 0 to 360 degree) and calculate fringe
visibility V = (Imax-Imin)/(Imax+Imin) using Image J or another similar software. Make a plot
of dependence of fringe visibility versus a polarizer angle (recalculate to have a
maximum V at 45 degree – scale of a rotating mount is not calibrated for a polarizer
axis).

Figure 9 (from a M. Dupuis and B. Maas report, Fall 2016, OPT 453 class). TOP: Quantum
eraser (polarizer B). BOTTOM LEFT: EM-CCD images of the same interference pattern at a
single photon level with a 200 ms single exposure time (top) and with accumulation of 50
images with a 200 ms exposure time. BOTTOM RIGHT: calculation of fringe visibility of
accumulated images versus a linear polarizer (quantum eraser) angle. A zero on a mount
scale of a linear polarizer (quantum eraser) had s small shift relative a polarizer axis.
Maximum fringe visibility should be at a 45o angle.
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Fig. 10. Prepared by Ashan Ariyawansa: 36 images of single-photon interference in a MachZehnder interferometer at different angles of a polarizer B (quantum eraser).

The same measurements (1 and 2) should be carried out with
CMOS camera
EXPERIMENT 3. Alignment of a Mach-Zehnder
Interferometer (you did it in OPT 204 and in OPT 253 you will not do it, but at the end
of your lab report you should write a few words how to align this interferometer)
For easier alignment use an iris aperture at the input of the interferometer of a smallest diameter.
Two spots outside a NPBS should be overlapped both at the interferometer output (near the
NPBS) and at the distance at least several meters.

Reference:
R.P.Feynman, Lectures on Physics, Volume III, Chapter 1.
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Appendix 1
(i)

Non-Polarizing Beam Splitter (NPBS): This beam splitter splits the intensity of
light, transmitting 50% of the light while reflecting 50% of the light as shown in
picture.

Figure A1.1: Nonpolarizing Beam Splitter

(ii)

Polarizing Beam Splitter (PBS): This beam splitter does not split the intensity of
light rather it splits the polarization of light. PBS transmits the horizontal polarization
while reflecting the vertical polarization, as shown below:

Figure A1.2: Polarizing Beam Splitter.

(iii)

Laser: A Helium-Neon (He-Ne), ~ 5mW, 633 nm laser is used in this experiment.

(iv)

Spatial Filters: This is introduced to increase the beam size so that interference can
be observed over a wider area. It consists of a microscope objective, a pinhole and a
lens.
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Figure A1.3: Spatial filter

